Rose comedy, All Fools, a splendid adaptation of two plays by Terence, The SelfTormenter and The Brothers.
The date of this play is rendered problematic by a number of factors. As is so often the case, Henslowe's Diary is maddeningly inconsistent about the title. In an intriguing article written for this journal in 2009, 3 Shona McIntosh argues that several passages in the text show evidence of late revision, in 1604 or 1605, for they might allude to topical matters current in the first years of the reign of James I. I hope to show that although McIntosh's thesis is plausible, the allusions she cites point just as strongly to 1599, when All Fools was being written.
When Cornelio, a would-be courtier, expresses the belief that his wife Gazetta is unfaithful to him, a young page undertakes an elaborate mock defence of 'that absent and honorable lady, whose sworn knight I am, and in her of all that name, for lady is grown a common name to their whole sex' (III.i.172-5). 4 McIntosh sees this as an indirect but clear reference to the 'massive increase in new knighthoods which had become a controversial topic in the Jacobean era'. The lawyers they ruffle it out in their silks, velvets and chaines of gold, they build gorgeous houses & stately turrets: they keepe a port like mighty potentates . . .
In presence of their clientes, they will be so earnest one with another, as one (that knew not their sleightes) would thinke they would go togither by the eares. This is in steed of a shooing-horne to draw on their clyents withal: but immediately after the clients be gone, they laugh in their sleeves to see how pretily they can fetch in some summes of money, and that under the pretence of equity and justice. 12 It is appropriate that all this occurs in the 'senate', since All Fools is set in since all the expressions used were long-standing commonplaces.
The proverbial mildness of the pigeon, its cause being a lack of gall, goes at least as far back as the Problems, a book once thought to be by Aristotle, although most scholars now attribute it to his 'school', rather than to Aristotle himself. In an English translation of 1595, we find
Question. Why are a sheepe and a pigeon very mild beasts?
Answer. Because they want gall, and it is the gall which stirreth unto anger. 16 According to the various theories of humoral medicine, from Hippocrates right through to Chapman's time, how mild or prone to anger a person might be was attributed to the amount of gall (yellow bile, or choler) in the body, a humour produced in the liver and then sent to the gall bladder for distribution. Too much, of course, led to a 'choleric' disposition. 17 Writers of various treatises on the humours had no empirical evidence to cite, so they preferred just to make things up, and this is nowhere more evident than in the role of the spleen, which could be the seat of melancholy and morose feelings, laughter and merriment, rashness, or hot and violent (i.e. 'splenative') anger. Clearly, the 'mad spleen' that even a pigeon would get if it saw a lawyer is no different from Hamlet's absent 'splenative' rashness, but it is also no different from the 'the unruly spleen / Of 
